
Four Pillars Finance forecasts for 2014



Welcome to our forecasts for the year 2014, the 13th edition of our annual Four Pillars
Finance outlook.

A friend of mine has this text hanging on the wall above his computer, he reads it a couple of
times before he starts his trading day:

“ I don’t know where the market will go today.

I also have no idea where it will be next month or next year.”

So, I asked him how he could trade if he didn’t know where the market was going. And he
answered with a question: how can a hunter shoot any duck if he doesn’t know in advance when
and where a duck will appear?

Clearly, a hunter tries to go a place where ducks can be expected, but after positioning
himself he just waits and doesn’t shoot until he sees a duck in his range, otherwise he would be
wasting ammunition. To trade or invest successfully we have to work in a similar fashion. A
stock may have been going down for a while, and you can anticipate a rally will start sooner or
later. But if you buy before the stock actually starts going up you are shooting before a duck is
seen. The charts and forecasts in the next pages are to be seen in the same light. We can use
charts to find the more promising locations in the field. We can use cycles or indicators to detect
when a good hunting season is likely to start. That’s our basic preparation. And then we wait
patiently until we can see the expected “bird”. We are ready to pull the trigger and put on the
trade.

Good luck.



Last year’s forecasts

The forecasts for 2013 did quite well.

Stocks markets were stronger than anticipated. As for the monthly pattern, expected
weakness in April-May and August-September came along but was very shallow and markets
always quickly picked up again. So, the year ended with better than 10% gains.

For gold we pointed out that a move above $1700 was needed quickly otherwise it would
start crashing by March. And that’s exactly what we got.

We also had correct calls for most currencies and for copper, and called for weakness in
grains and in the bond markets.

Our worst call was for oil and natural gas prices to go down, which has clearly gone the other
way for most of the year. Expected rallies in sugar and coffee also failed to materialize.



Decennial pattern

Before going on to the FPF prediction chart for 2014, let's take a look at the decennial cycle.
The bigger picture is always important.

This is the decennial pattern for weak and strong decades in the last 200 years:

The market action remains consistent with the strong decade pattern (red line).

The S&P500 was at 1115 at the start of 2010, and it has ended 2013 at 1848. That's an
appreciation of  65% since the beginning of the decade, which is much better than the average
strong decade. This means we can also consider the scenario for an ultra strong decade, as I have
done on the LunaticTrader blog:

http://lunatictrader.wordpress.com/2013/06/02/what-parabolic-peak/
http://lunatictrader.wordpress.com/2013/08/30/the-case-for-dow-32000/

We are now at the start of the xxx4 year, which is typically a positive year. But given the
very strong gains in 2013, we can have a flat 2014 and would still be well ahead of the strong
decade pattern. I think the market can use a bit of a pause here, and 2014 will not be as strong as
the decennial pattern suggests. 



I do not expect a big down year. Too many people are still almost fully invested in long term
bonds and are looking for any chance to get out before the Fed pulls the rug from under them.
It’s hard to watch stocks go up +10% year after year when you are sitting in bonds yielding only
5%.



Prediction chart

Here is the FPF Nasdaq prediction chart for 2014:

In the Chinese calendar 2014 will be a Wood Horse year (starting on 3rd February). Wood
has a history of being positive for stocks, as it indicates growth, but Fire (in the Horse) is not so
good and can also point to overheating (followed by a collapse), especially when it is
accompanied by Wood. 

Given the absence of any serious correction in 2013, I think we will see an hesitating start in
January. But the pullback is likely to be mild and stocks will once again recover from it in
spring. April has the highest value of the year in our FPF chart. This can become a major high,
but could also indicate a double top or a secondary high, depending on how much of a pullback
we may get in January-February. Between May and September a deeper correction is likely, and
near the end of the year stocks should recover from the losses.

My current guess is the market will be down (from its expected spring highs) by about 10%
around the middle of the year, but will end the year with small gains.

Different stock markets around the world typically follow similar patterns. But as always,
some markets do better while others do worse. In the next sections we present some useful long
term charts with our brief comments for various world markets, commodities and forex.



US stock markets



Nasdaq

May add a few hundred points before a real correction starts, and strong overhead resistance
is around 4600. But Earl indicators are showing weakness and my MoM indicator has been in the
very optimistic red zone for quite a while, so I think better buying opportunities will be seen in
the course of the year.



S&P 500

Equally ready for a pull back in 2014. Watch major support around 1700 and just below 1600
for potential buying opportunities.



Dow Jones Industrials

Interesting situation with the trend lines here.An overhead resistance line just below 17000
and the trend line coming from the 2009 lows are converging by summer. So this widely
watched market index will have to break out one way or the other this year. Could give us a
mini-crash to 14000 if it the break out is to the downside.



Dow Jones Transportation

The transportation index is right at a long term overhead resistance line. Divergences in my
technical indicators suggest that the next move will be down. Could easily drop to the 5500-6000
area.



Dow Jones Utilities

Sitting on a long term support trend line. Technical indicators look better here. Can go up to
550, but better get out if it drops below 470.



Russell 2000

Also bumping into overhead resistance line. Wait for a correction and if it holds the lower
support line then can be bought this summer. 



NYSE Biotech Index (BTK)

Has more than doubled since we recommended this sector at the start of the decade.
But is rising in a very narrow channel, and my indicators are showing multiple bearish

divergences. Very likely to give us a serious correction this year. Downside targets: 1800 and
then 1400.



Baltic Dry Index

Has broken out after a long slump, but technical indicators are not confirming the recent
highs. Needs a correction.

Note: I created the charts in the weeks around xmas. Baltic Dry index has already dropped
down to 1500 in the first weeks of 2014.



Commodity Related Index (CRX)

Commodity sector has been going nowhere in recent years. My indicators give no clear
direction for the future.

The Four Pillars Finance cycles also give a mixed picture for commodities this year. So could
very well continue to chop sideways. I do think this index will go on to retest the highs near the
1100 level by 2015, but we may see 800 before we get there. Neutral.



Semiconductor Index (SOXX)

Coming close to the point where this index has to break up or break down. Technical
indicators point to weakness ahead. If so, then look for a drop to 460 before recovering.



Gold/Silver Sector (XAU)

Last year we advised to buy gold stocks when the XAU reached 120 or even 100. It has gone
down to 80, from 180 at the beginning of the year. No sector is beaten down like this one at the
moment. 

The XAU index is sitting right at the bottom of a long term trend channel, and we see bullish
divergences in all my indicators. But Four Pillars Finance cycles point down until the end of
2015 for gold. So, I think gold stocks will make a rebound move, possibly reaching 120, and
then turn down again.



World stock markets



Argentina - MERVAL

One of the strongest markets in 2013. But all my indicators are turning down, so has
probably peaked out. Avoid.



Australia - All Ordinaries

Basically hasn’t moved in 4 years. Indicators: starting to go down. Wait.



Austria - ATX

One of the weakest markets in Europe. Indicators: weakening. Risks dropping back to 2000.



Belgium - BEL20

Rising in a very narrow channel. Not sure it will reach the resistance zone around 3500
before seeing a correction. Indicators suggest weakness ahead.



Brazil - BOVESPA

Brazilian market declined in 2013. Still looks weak, so waiting until we see a more solid
base.



Canada - TSX

One of the markets that is in a narrowing triangle and will break out one way or the other this
year.



China - Shanghai Composite

Has been going down for years. Can be bought if it drops into the blue support zone, or if it
breaks out to the upside.



France - CAC40

Close to overhead resistance zone. Indicators: weakening. 
Stay away.



Germany - DAX

Has almost doubled since late 2011. Indicators are not confirming the recent peaks. Wait for
a better buying opportunity.



Greece - Athens Composite

The support zone near 1500 is still a reasonable target, but can it get above?
If so then 3000 becomes the next target.



Hong Kong - Hang Seng Index

One of the more promising markets, if it can clear that hurdle at 26000



India - SENSEX

Another market that will have to make up its mind in 2014. Break above the 21000 level in
convincing fashion, or drop back towards 16000.



Indonesia - Jakarta Composite

Indonesia peaked in the first half of 2013 and has been coming down since. 
Will try to hold on to the 4000 level, but I think we will see an eventual bottom near 3600.



Italy - MIB

Overhead resistance near the 20000 level. Needs to break above it if this index is to stay in
the up trend channel that started from the 2012 lows.



Japan - Nikkei

On a breakout above the 16000 level, the Nikkei appears set to reach the 17000-18000 area
this spring, where resistance is likely to be met. Will probably drop back to 15500 later in the
year.



Malaysia - KLSE Composite

Stuck in a narrowing wedge. That can continue for several more months, but I think a drop
will be next. Look for the 1400-1500 area to be reached if this markets breaks to the downside.



Mexico - IPC

Mexico has been going sideways after a steep correction in early 2013. So, remains at risk of
a further drop to 33000.



Netherlands - AEX

Bumping into an overhead resistance area. 
Looks technically weak, so can drop to support around 350 by summer.



New Zealand - NZSE50

Has done very well in recent years, but all my indicators are showing bearish divergences, so
I would wait for a drop to 4200 if you are looking for an opportunity to buy.



Norway - OSE All Share

Another market that has to make up its mind fairly soon: break out to the upside, or break
down below long term support trend line. Downside appears more likely right now.



Singapore - STI

One of the weaker markets in 2013. If it can hold above support at the 3000 level, then a nice
rise towards 3800 is in the cards. If not then look for 2600 or even 2200.



South Africa - Johannesburg All Shares

A very nice up trend in place since 2009. But it will end somewhere. Divergences in my
technical indicators do not bode well. When the up trend breaks, look for 34000 as a bottom
target.



South Korea - Seoul Composite

Has been sideways for years. Wait until it choses a direction.



Spain - IBEX35

Broke out to the upside last summer. Could easily pause for 6 months or so, but 12000 is the
next upside target.



Sweden - OMX30

Another market that is in the break out or break down category. Just watch and wait to see
which way it goes.



Switzerland - SMI

Appears to be in rising wedge towards a double top with the 2007 highs. Also here we have
bearish divergences in all my indicators, so avoid the Swiss market until the sky clears.



Taiwan - TWI

Another market that is setting up for a break out. Here I think it will go the upside and test
the 10000 level later this year.



Thailand - SET

Thailand market has broken down from a rising wedge last year. Is trying to stabilize and
build a base, but the risk of another leg down remains. If turmoil in the country continues then
look for a bottom near 900.



Turkey - TR20

Similar to Thailand. Can see a final bottom near 500.



United Kingdom - FTSE100

Yet another market that will have to chose a direction in the first half of the year. 



Commodities



Gold - $XAUUSD

Gold has dropped to a support zone just below $1200. Here we have bullish divergences in
my indicators, so a rebound rally is in the cards. Upside target becomes 1400-1500 once the
down trend line gets broken.

See also my recent blog post: Long term gold charts update

Based on my Chinese cycles work, a rebound rally would be expected to peak in September
or December, and then down again in 2015.



Silver - $XAGUSD

Also here potential for a rebound. If gold gets going then look for silver to reach $25.



Copper (HG)

Major support near $3 has held the copper market since 2010. My Chinese cycles point up
for copper in 2014 and 2015. So, here I am looking for a break out to the upside. Can go back to
$4.5 by 2015.



Crude Oil (CL)

Oil is stuck in a narrowing sideways range. Chinese cycles point up for 2014 and 2015, so I
am looking for oil prices to rise. But they must hold the support level near $90, so I will keep a
stop-loss just below that level. If oil fails to rally then the cycle will invert and oil will drop to
$65-70.



Natural Gas (NG)

On its way to the $5 resistance zone. But then what next? Will go to $8 if it can break above
$6.



Cocoa (CC)

Appears to have peaked for a while. Earl2 indicator is turning down, so I would look for
cocoa to grind down towards 2400.



Coffee (KC)

Coffee prices have dropped down to long term support area near 100. I now look for
sideways action between 100-140.



Cotton (CT)

Has gone mostly sideways in recent years. Watch the support level just below 80. Chinese
cycles are quite negative for cotton, so can easily drop to 60 in the next couple of years.



Lumber (LB)

Nice up trend, but looks like a double top in the making. I think lumber prices are set to go
down.



Live Cattle (LE)

Here we see a weakening up trend. Technical indicators deteriorating. Looking for a revisit
of the 105 support zone in the next couple of years.



Orange Juice (OJ)

Ready for a rally.



Corn (ZC)

Corn prices are finding support in the 400-450 area. That sets up a potential rebound rally.
Looking for 500-550. But then probably down again. 



Sugar (SB)

Sugar has been going down since early 2011. Chinese cycles point up for sugar in the coming
years, so we may be getting a double bottom at 16, followed by a rise to 24.



Soybeans (ZS)

Soybeans can go back up to 1450. But longer term my Chinese cycles point to continuing
weakness for most grain prices.



Wheat (ZW)

Wheat is also in a down trend. But according to my analysis wheat is more likely to have its
bottom in 2014 and start rising into the next years. Around 500 would be a good buying
opportunity.



Bonds



30 Year T-Bond (ZB)

Bullish divergence in my indicators suggest that a rally is up for bonds. How far it will carry
is another question. My first target is 135. 



Forex



Dollar Index (DX)

Appears ready for a rally towards 85. But can just as well drop to lower support level at 75. 



$EURUSD

This is one of the markets to watch this year. The Euro will have to chose a direction by mid-
year, and which way it goes may have consequences for stock markets and gold. 

The Chinese cycles suggest that the Euro is set to rise in the coming years. If that happens it
will probably surprise investors. 

But why would the euro go up? Isn’t the EU economy still very weak? Sure, but the EU zone
has a growing trade surplus, not because their economy is doing so well, but mainly because
imports are weak. A trade surplus is supportive for a currency because it means foreign
companies are net buyers of euro. Secondly, within the EU zone there are ongoing efforts to
reduce debts. One of the ways to do so is by selling foreign currency to buy the euros needed to
pay down debts. So, that generates some euro buying too.

If the euro breaks above 1.40 then look for a rise to 1.50. And that would become a problem.



$USDJPY

Will it reach 110? Maybe, but I wouldn’t bet on it.



$EURGBP

Probably sideways for several months, and then we will see if stays in the blue or red
channel. The Scotland independence referendum may become the trigger that pushes this one
way or the other.



$USDCAD

Neutral.



$AUDUSD

Sitting right at support. Potential for a little rally this year.



You are welcome to forward these forecasts to anyone who is interested.

If you have questions or want to comment, you can post them on the FPF blog:
http://fourpillarsfinance.wordpress.com

For our weekly market commentaries, visit the LunaticTrader blog:
http://lunatictrader.wordpress.com/

You can also follow us on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/lunatictrader1

Have a good year.

Danny VdB

Four Pillars Finance software  - Free trial download

For more detailed daily prediction charts you are welcome to download the Four Pillars
Finance 1.1 software : http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php

The program calculates the Chinese cycles and shows you in advance the best days , months
or years to buy or sell stocks, gold, bonds, currencies, commodities...

Copyright © 2014 Fourpillars.net

Disclaimer: 
Investing in stocks, commodities or currencies is risky. No guarantee can be given that the

above prediction will be correct. Fourpillars.net cannot in any way be responsible for eventual
losses you may incur if you trade based on the information given in this article. Hypothetical or
simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance
record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually
been executed, the results may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain
market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also subject
to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made
that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. This
information should not be considered as a recommendation to engage in the purchase and/or sale
of any futures contract and/or options. Trade at your own risk.


